Effects of stimulus mode and ambient temperature on cerebral responses to local thermal stimulation: An EEG study.
The physiological responses to human thermal stimulation have been widely investigated, but most of them are mainly concerned about the whole body thermal stimulation. In this study, we investigated the effects of stimulus mode and ambient temperature on cerebral responses during local thermal stimulation on hand. The left hands were stimulated by metal thermostat based and thermostatic water based stimulators at different stimulated temperatures (38°C, 40°C, 42°C and 44°C) and different ambient temperatures (25°C and 32°C). EEG data were recorded over the whole brain during the experiments. Then the statistical comparisons were conducted on the EEG relative power among different experimental sessions. We observed that EEG activities were alternated between thermal stimulated periods and the baseline in all four frequency bands. And there was a higher percentage of delta band power in the right temporal and parietal regions under the ambient temperature of 32°C while compared to 25°C. In addition, the theta band activity under the metal based stimulation showed significantly higher EEG relative power than that under the water based stimulation over the whole brain. Compared with the water based stimulation, there was a lower EEG relative power of the beta band activity during the metal based stimulation in the bilateral frontal and right temporal regions. The experimental results suggested that the neural physiological responses in different EEG frequency bands were sensitive to different influence factors during the local hand thermal stimulation.